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Anglo Saxon Period Site
SD 7176 7430
This site is located on a limestone terrace on the boundary of the Ingleborough open fell
and the lower enclosed land in Chapel-le-dale (Plate1.)There is one rectangular structure
and several sections of enclosure remains. A hearth was located within the remains of
the structure and charcoal was found suitable for dating.
There is another structure which we have tentatively identified as a round house but
could possibly have been a square structure. The remains are scant due to possible
stone robbing for the construction of the adjacent modern wall. This terrace extends
virtually the full length of Chapel-le-dale, and there are other remains of rectangular and
round structures along the terrace which are undated. A survey of all this area has been
carried out revealing the potential for another Anglo Saxon period site to the north east.
The rectangular structure shown in (Fig1.) may not represent permanent human
habitation, but possibly livestock management. The presence of a hearth does not
provide conclusive evidence of permanent human habitation as fires are also used for
several purposes in stock management, meaning that the structural remains could also
be a sheep shed or fold. The remains measure 6.4m x 5m from centre to centre of the
walls. There are wall remains abutting the south eastern corner of the main structure,
the purpose of these are unknown.
The charcoal sample was identified as hazel (corylus sp) this was Radiocarbon dated by
SUERC-61030 (1246,30) The results are shown in (Fig 2.) and clearly suggests use/
occupation in the Anglo Saxon period with the highest probability of this between 679AD
to 780AD.
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Fig 1. Gps survey of site.
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Plate 1. Looking north along terrace where site is located.

Fig 2. Radiocarbon dating results.
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